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Abstract. Measurements of radiation near the 670.8 nm atomic spectral line of
Lithium as a 30 GeV electron beam propagates through a long, high density heat
pipe oven (∼ 1 meter, neutral density ∼ 1015cm−3) have been performed. Practi-
cal considerations in the use of Cerenkov radiation as an automatically synchronized
diagnostic of the plasma source properties are investigated. Parametric scans of the
Cerenkov spatial profile (temperature, pressure, wavelength and laser/ebeam delay)
are presented and the source neutral and plasma density are estimated from the mea-
surements. Large increases in the number of intercepted photons are noted in the
presence of plasma near strong spectral lines which depend on laser/e beam timing
and steering.



INTRODUCTION

Experimental efforts in plasma wakefield interactions strive for increased acceler-
ating gradients and interaction lengths as well as improved control over the output
electron beam[1,2]. The plasma properties, both integrated and time resolved along
the electron bunch, are a determining factor in vital aspects of the interaction. The
optimum wakefield is achieved when the length of the driving pulse (electron bunch-
length or laser pulselength) is on the order of the plasma wavelength. Accurate
measurement of plasma density is essential to interpreting experimental studies of
the transformer ratio, transverse focussing strength and the growth rate of insta-
bilities. Standard plasma diagnostics often rely on an external laser to sample the
properites of the plasma source using interferometric or absorption methods. How-
ever, radiation produced by the interaction of the electron beam with a medium
provides special opportunities for diagnosis of source properties. Such a radiation
pulse co-propagates with the electron beam, sampling the source exactly along the
path travelled by the beam with perfect temporal synchronization, down to the
timescale of the beam bunchlength. Because this radiation is broadband, the ob-
servation wavelength can be selected as needed for flexible diagnostic design. Here
we describe experiments in plasma source characterization using Cerenkov radia-
tion in which we design the diagnostic through choice of the observation wavelength
with respect to an atomic spectral line.

We will describe measurements of the spatial profile of Cerenkov radiation for
the characterization of the plasma properties for the E157 Plasma Wakefield Ac-
celeration Experiment at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. A 2 ps (rms)
long electron beam bunch with 2x1010 particles in a 30-100 µm spot propagates
through a Lithium plasma 1.4 meters long. The electron bunch blows out plasma
electrons, resulting in transverse focussing forces along the bunch, and longitudinal
accelerating forces as the plasma electrons return at the electron bunch tail. The
nominal plasma density of 2x1014 cm−3 is set according to a tradeoff between the
maximum longitudinal field and the fraction of the tail electrons which can experi-
ence acceleration. Measurements of Cerenkov radiation near the 670.8 nm spectral
line of Lithium are presented in which the radiation is studied as a function of
temperature, observation wavelength and relative timing of the laser and electron
beam. Neutral density and plasma density are extracted from these measurements
[3].

DIAGNOSTIC SCHEME

Cerenkov radiation [4] is produced when the speed of light in the medium, c/n,
drops below that of the electrons, u. The index of refraction of the medium contains
a strong positive contribution from atomic spectral lines on the long wavelength



side of the resonance, which can exceed the negative contribution from plasma
electrons and ions, and set the index of refraction well above β = u/c for a broad
region of the spectrum. Alternately, Cerenkov radiation will disappear for specific
portions of the spectrum, particularly near the short wavelength side of a spectral
resonance, where the index of refraction drops below β. The phase accumulation
of the co-propagating radiation is proportional to the change in index of refraction,
n− 1, of the medium through which it propagates.

The diagnostic scheme is shown in Figure 1. The electron beam propagates
through a medium of length 2X, and a thin foil outcouples the radiation down-
stream. The spectral flux density of Cerenkov radiation, written below in the far
field for n− 1 positive [4],

dUω
dΩ

=
e2nω2β2

4π3ε0c
sin2θ

sin2(1− nβcosθ)ωX
βc

ω2

(βc)2
(1− nβcosθ)

(1)

is sensitive to changes in the medium index of refraction. Here, e, ω, and ε0 are the
electron charge, observation frequency, and permettivity of free space. For sin2θ
slow varying compared to the sinc function, i.e. sin2θ ∼ (2/n2)(n− 1 + 1

2γ2 ), phase

matching occurs at the angle θc given by

θ2
c

2
∼ n− 1− 1

2γ2
. (2)

Neglecting absorption, the medium index of refraction can be modelled by,
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ω2
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− ω2
pe

2ω2
(3)

where Ns is the species density, e and me are the electron charge and mass, fik
is the oscillator strength, ωres is the frequency of the atomic resonance, ω is the
observation frequency, and ωpe is the electron plasma frequency.

Choosing the observation wavelength appropriately with respect to an atomic
spectral line allows measurement of the source parameters. By invoking various
limits of Eqns. 2 and 3, the contributions from neutral density, plasma density, and
various beam parameters may be separated and diagnosed. The shift in spectral
lines upon ionization allows any single species, ions or neutrals, to be selected via
observation wavelength on the red side of its spectral resonance. When 1/γ2 <<
n − 1 and the plasma electron density, Ne, is much less than the critical density,
Ncrit (ωpe

2 = Ncrite/meε0), the square of the cone angle is directly proportional
to the neutral or ion density. A second method for plasma density measurement
is through monitoring the fractional ionization of the neutrals:(Ni/Nn), where Ni

is the ion density. A baseline measurement without plasma provides the initial
neutral density. The amount of cone angle reduction quantifies the depletion of the
neutral population, Nn−Ni. The ratio of the two cone radii will be proportional to
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FIGURE 1. Experimental setup
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1−Ni/Nn. Two shots therefore provide both neutral and plasma density. Note

that through choice of frequency, ω, such that Nse
2fik/(meε0(ω

2
res − ω2)) ∼ ω2

pe/ω
2,

the electron plasma density can be measured directly using the Cerenkov radiation
threshold. The implementation of the method of neutral depletion is presented
below.

I EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the E157 plasma wakefield acceleration experiment [5] at the Stanford Linear
Accelerator FFTB, a 30 GeV electron beam with 1-2x1010 particles propagates
through a heat pipe oven [6], [7] which provides a Lithium plasma of density ∼ 1014

cm−3 (Fig. 1). The typical Lithium column length is 1.4 meters plugged by Helium
at a partial pressure of about 0.45 Torr. The Lithium neutral density is above 1015

cm−3. The ionizing laser, an ArF Excimer operating at 193 nm, is incoupled and
outcoupled by fused Silica mirrors, 150 µm thick, separated by 2.5 meters. One side
is coated with Aluminum for electron beam spot size monitoring using OTR [8].
The opposite side contains a high reflecting dielectric coating at 193 nm. Images
with focus at the foil or focus at infinity of the radiation upstream and downstream
are measured with 14 and 16 bit cooled CCD’s. The plasma density decays on
a timescale of about 10 µsec. The plasma density can therefore by changed from
shot-to-shot by varying the time between laser and electron beam injection.

The main spectral lines of interest for this measurement are those of the ground
states of neutral Lithium (670.8 nm), singly ionized Lithium (19.9 nm), and neutral
Helium (58 nm). In spite of the presence of multiple species, it is not difficult to
separate out the cone of neutral Lithium, as the strong dependence of the cone
radius on wavelength near 670.8 nm can be used to set the cone at a few mrad, and
avoid any potential overlaps. When n−1 >> 1/(2γ2) a change in index of refraction
of only one part in 106 results in θc = 1 mrad. Wavelengths are sufficiently close to
the spectral line that the contribution from plasma electrons be negligible. For a
30 GeV electron beam, the contribution from 1/2γ2, 1 part in 109, is much smaller
than n− 1 across the entire visible spectrum.

Scans with the imaging focal plane located at the foil 0.65 m downstream from
end of oven and far field (focus at infinity) were performed during oven cool down
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FIGURE 2. Images of the foil downstream of the oven (a) and corresponding far field images
(b) provide an estimate of the Lithium neutral density as the oven temperature is changed.
Observation wavelength 676 nm; max oven temperature 630◦C. c) Intercepted photon level at
700 nm as a function of Helium buffer pressure and oven exterior shield temperature during an
oven temperature scan is in reasonable agreement with theory.
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FIGURE 3. Far field images with a single gas, Helium, filling the oven at room temperature.
Even 600 nm away from the spectral line, the cone radius responds to changes in density. An
independent measure of the density from a pressure gauge agreed with the density extracted from
the Cerenkov cone.
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FIGURE 4. Images of the downstream spatial profile are compared for two laser/electron beam
delays: 3 and 47.5 µs (a). The Cerenkov cone shifts inward atop a large visible background when
the plasma density is large. From measurements of the Cerenkov cone radius as a function of
delay, the evolution of the plasma density was estimated (b). Plasma density estimated from
Cerenkov radiation is in reasonable agreement with measured betatron oscillations (c).



to monitor the dependence of the Cerenkov spatial profile on neutral density. The
results for an observation wavelength of 676+/-0.75 nm, shown in Fig. 2a and
b, show the systematic response of the cone peak angle to the Lithium neutral
density. The central spot in the images in Fig. 2a is mainly OTR (i.e. an image of
the transverse profile of the electron beam), and remains unchanged in the images
even when the Lithium vapor pressure is very low and the Cerenkov cone is no
longer detectable. The neutral density scaling with temperature, T, as the Lithium
vapor changes state is

Nn ∼ T−1 exp (−φ/kT ) (4)

where k is the Boltzmann constant. The logarithm of these measured cone peak
angles vary linearly with inverse temperature with negative slope, as expected. The
peak neutral density extracted for this scan was 2.1x1015 cm−3 at for an exterior
shield temperature of 630◦C. The Helium buffer pressure was 270 mTorr. The
photon count measured during an oven temperature scan for a 40 nm bandwidth
centered at 700 nm is shown in Fig. 2c. The measurement lies within a factor of two
of the theoretical prediction [4], which is within the error bar due to attenuation
factors and background subtraction.

As a benchmark, measurements of Cerenkov radiation with the oven filled only
with Helium at room temperature (Fig. 3) were performed at wavelengths 600 nm
longer than the main spectral line. The Helium density was estimated using known
values of the index of refraction [9] in the visible, and compared to the density given
by a pressure gauge at 1 mTorr, 100 Torr and 400 Torr. The two measurements
agreed to within 10%. The error is probably due to residual cylindrical focussing
from a splitting pellicle in the system, which affected the cone aspect ratio by 10%.
Systematic studies of a long Helium column have been performed by other groups
[10] in the FFTB beamline at SLAC.

The Lithium plasma density was varied by changing the relative delay between
the electron time of arrival and the time of fire of the ionizing laser. Fig. 4a com-
pares images of the downstream foil for an electron beam time of arrival 48 µs after
laser fire and immediately after laser fire. Two effects are seen: an inward shift of
the Cerenkov cone and a substantial increase in background radiation. The cone
radius was measured for a laser timing scan from extending from the time of laser
fire to 50 µs. The observation bandwidth was 675 nm +/- 0.75 nm. The separation
of the Cerenkov cone from the visible background was performed by incremental
subtraction of images taken at adjacent time steps. The plasma density extracted
from the inward shift of the cone peak angle as a function of time after laser fire is
shown in Figure 4b. Close to zero delay, the estimated plasma density was about
2.6x1014cm−3. This number is in reasonable agreement with plasma densities esti-
mated from simultaneous measurements of betatron oscillations downstream from
the oven and UV absorption [3]. The use of betatron oscillations as a plasma den-
sity diagnostic has been carefully studied [11]. The measured betatron oscillations
which accompanied the data of Fig. 4b are shown in Fig 4c. Given oven lengths



from 1.4 to 1.0 meters, the fits yielded maximum initial plasma densities from 1-
2x1014cm−3. The background was found to vary not only with laser/electron beam
delay but also laser steering. As a result, it cannot be explained by recombination
radiation from the laser ionized plasma over the 0.5 second camera integration time.
We speculate that the visible background is due to increased recombination radia-
tion resulting from wakefield energy dissipation through excitation and ionization
of the component species, leaking through the tail of the spectral response of the
interference filter at 670.8 nm [12].

In general, the choice of wavelength is set by tradeoffs in diagnostic accuracy.
When the wavelength is set too close to the spectral resonance shifts of the reso-
nant frequency (Stark/Zeeman) due to high electric and magnetic field need to be
included and uncertainty increases because of dispersion. Far away from resonance,
care must be taken to model the index of refraction correctly, and eventually the
Cerenkov threshold condition occurs. However, the working range for the spatial
profile can be large; for our plasma parameters, the threshold condition does not
occur until the infrared wavelengths. By providing sufficient extinction for back-
grounds higher than initial plasma recombination as described above, and making
use of the full CCD frame (260,000 pixels), substantial improvements in the accu-
racy of the plasma density measurement can be easily achieved.

II CONCLUSION

A method for using Cerenkov radiation near atomic spectral lines to measure
plasma source properties for plasma wakefield applications has been discussed and
experimentally verified. Because the radiation co-propagates with the electron
beam, the radiation samples the source properties exactly along the path of inter-
est with perfect temporal synchronization. Observation wavelengths were chosen
with respect to the atomic resonances of the plasma source, where the relative
change in the index of refraction strongly affects the Cerenkov cone angle, and per-
mits flexible diagnostic design. The Cerenkov spatial profiles were systematically
studied for a Lithium heat pipe oven as a function of oven temperature and obser-
vation wavelength. Neutral densities and plasma densities were extracted from the
measurements.
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